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Bringing your baby home is one of life’s most exciting 
events and you’ll want to have a special space ready 
to welcome them. A cosy cot, a sturdy changing 
table and a storage solution to keep tiny clothes neat 
and organised are what you need to give your baby 
the best possible start in their new home.

BUYING GUIDE 

BABY ROOM
Furniture, textiles and accessories

All the products shown here may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff at your local 
IKEA store or check www.IKEA.com for more information. For more detailed product information,  
see the price tag or the product information page on www.IKEA.com. All units require assembly.
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Safety is always our top priority

Children’s safety is always our highest priority. 
Our products are designed and tested to comply with all 
applicable safety requirements in the countries where the 
products are sold. We also test all our children’s products 
at our own accredited test laboratory in Sweden, as well 
as at independent accredited test laboratories and 
institutes around the world. 

IKEA fulfils the following safety criteria for cots and mat-
tresses around the world: Cots for the European market 
are tested by test laboratories in Europe and comply 
with European standard EN 716-1. Cot mattresses for the 
European market comply with EN 16890, a requirement 
specified by the European Committee for Standardisation, 
Comité Européen de Normalisation (CEN). 

If you want to learn more about a specific safety or test 
standard, please contact the *local consumer organisation* 
or the authority that has issued the standard. 

How are our cots tested?
All our cots undergo several different tests to ensure  
they are safe to use. First, they are inspected for any 
protruding parts, loose parts or fittings, and sharp edges. 
Then, all gaps and openings between spindles and the 
slats in the cot base are measured. The cot is tested 
with impact and pressure tests for strength, stability and 
durability and to ensure that the spindles will not twist or 
rotate from their position and create potentially hazardous 
openings. The cot base is also tested. For example, in a 
test for the European market, we subject the cot base to 
impact from a 10 kg weight that is dropped 1,000 times 
from five different positions. 

The same or similar tests are made on cot bases for  
cots on all markets where we are active, but the tests 
may differ somewhat, depending on the specific  
requirements of the respective country.

The gap between the spindels is 
designed for optimum safety 
(children cannot get their head 
stuck between them).

Stable, durable 
construction.

Non-toxic materials 
and surface treatment.

Ventilated cot base to  
avoid fungal growth.

No small components that can be removed, or 
worked loose, to eliminate the risk of choking.

Rounded edges 
and corners.

Strong cot base.

Both sides may be slept on, 
which prolongs their use.

All our cot mattresses are firm, to provide  
a safe sleeping environment for your baby.

Well ventilated cover for 
better air circulation.
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SNIGLAR
family
The solid beech classic 
SNIGLAR furniture series 
gives you nursery basics 
at super affordable prices. 
And you don’t have to 
sacrifice quality – it has 
lots of features to make it 
extra safe & durable.

SKÖTSAM babycare mat 
White 502.517.98 €000

SKÖTSAM cover 55x83 
White/Grey 003.604.79 €000

Complementary products

KLÄMMIG blanket 80x100  
703.730.39 €000

LEKA baby gym 
Birch/Multicolour 701.081.77 €000

Beech/White 200.452.05 000.-

SNIGLAR changing table. A secure 
place where you and your baby can get 
to know one another in peace and quiet. 
Comfortable height and storage close at 
hand so you can reach what you need and 
always keep one hand on the baby.

Beech 302.485.37 000.-

SNIGLAR cot. The cot base can be 
placed at two different heights.
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KLÄMMIG towel with hood 60x62 
Grey/Yellow 603.731.86 €000

LEKA soft toy ball 
Multicolor 001.595.42 €000

Complementary products

White 703.624.46 000.-

SOLGUL changing table. You easily 
transform the changing table into a 
spacious shelf when your child gets 
older. 

White 803.644.16 000.-

SOLGUL wardrobe. You can keep 
both hanging and folded clothes in 
this wardrobe, since it has a clothes 
rail and shelves. Deep enough to hold 
standard-sized adult hangers. 

White 903.624.12 000.-

SOLGUL cot. Your baby will sleep 
both safely and comfortably as the 
durable materials in the cot base 
have been tested to ensure they give 
their body the support it needs. The 
cot base can be placed at two differ-
ent heights.

LATTJO rug low pile 120x160
Multicolor 503.578.08 €000

SOLGUL
series
When we created the tra-
ditional SOLGUL series, we 
focused on safety. That́ s 
why all the surfaces of the 
cot, changing table and 
wardrobe are non-toxic – 
with all edges and corners 
softly rounded.

DRÖMHEM wall lamp 
White 403.315.74 €000
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ÖNSKLIG storage baskets changing 
table set of 4 110x125/35x55 
White 301.992.83 €000

LEN cot skirt 60x120 
White 202.959.11 €000

SKÖTSAM cover 55x83 
White/Grey 003.604.79 €000

Complementary products

White 002.485.67 000.-

SUNDVIK cot. The cot base can be 
placed at two different heights. One 
cot side can be removed when the 
child is big enough to climb into/out 
of the cot. 

White 902.567.27 000.-

SUNDVIK changing table/chest 
of drawers. A secure place where 
you and your baby can get to know 
one another in peace and quiet. 
Comfortable height and storage close 
at hand so you can reach what you 
need and always keep one hand on 
the baby.

The changing table has a
long life, as it’s easy to convert into
a chest of drawers when your child is
past the nappy stage.

White 102.696.96 000.-

SUNDVIK wardrobe. Deep enough 
to hold standard-sized adult hangers.
Doors with silent soft-closing damper.

DRÖMSYN wall lamp 
White 603.303.52 €000

SUNDVIK
series
Timeless furniture for years 
and years. The cot has a 
removable side, and the 
changing table converts 
into a chest of drawers. 
This way, the furniture 
pieces get a longer life and 
can stay with your baby as 
he or she grows.
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LEKA comfort blanket 
with soft toy
002.665.75 €000

SUNDVIK
series

Complementary products

DRÖMSYN wall lamp
110x125/35x55 
White 603.303.52 €000

Grey-brown 902.696.97 000.-

SUNDVIK wardobe. Deep enough 
to hold standard-sized adult hangers.
Doors with silent soft-closing damper.

Grey-brown 702.485.64 000.-

SUNDVIK cot. The cot base can be 
placed at two different heights. One 
cot side can be removed when the 
child is big enough to climb into/out 
of the cot.

Grey-brown 302.567.25 000.-

SUNDVIK changing table/chest 
of drawers. A secure place where 
you and your baby can get to know 
one another in peace and quiet. 
Comfortable height and storage 
close at hand so you can reach what 
you need and always keep one hand 
on the baby.

The changing table has a
long life, as it’s easy to convert into
a chest of drawers when your child is
past the nappy stage.

Timeless furniture for years 
and years. The cot has a 
removable side, and the 
changing table converts 
into a chest of drawers. 
This way, the furniture 
pieces get a longer life and 
can stay with your baby as 
he or she grows.

LEN cot skirt 60x120 
White 202.959.11 €000

SKÖTSAM cover 55x83 
White/Grey 003.604.79 €000
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SKÖTSAM cover 55x83
White/Grey 003.604.79 €000

EKORRE rocking-moose 
Red/Rubberwood 
500.607.13 €000

DRÖMHEM wall lamp 
White 403.315.74 €000

Complementary products

Black-brown 102.697.00 000.-

SUNDVIK wardobe. 
Deep enough to hold standard-sized 
adult hangers. Doors with silent soft-
closing damper.

Black-brown 302.485.61 000.-

SUNDVIK cot. The cot base can be 
placed at two different heights.
One cot side can be removed when 
the child is big enough to climb into/
out of the cot.

Black-brown 702.541.02 000.-

SUNDVIK changing table / chest 
of drawers. A secure place where 
you and your baby can get to know 
one another in peace and quiet. 
Comfortable height and storage close 
at hand so you can reach what you 
need and always keep one hand on 
the baby.

The changing table has a
long life, as it’s easy to convert into
a chest of drawers when your child is
past the nappy stage.

SKÖTSAM babycare mat 53x80x2 
White 502.517.98 €000

SUNDVIK
series
Timeless furniture for years 
and years. The cot has a 
removable side, and the 
changing table converts 
into a chest of drawers. 
This way, the furniture 
pieces get a longer life and 
can stay with your baby as 
he or she grows.
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STUVA is modern in its expression, 
with straight lines, smooth surfaces 
and cut-out handles. You can choose 
drawers and doors in different 
colours to make your own creative 
combination. This series makes the 
room bright and playful – and your 
child will continue to love it as they 
grow older. Just add new pieces and 
make different combinations.

STUVA/
FRITIDS 
series

HIMMELSK bed canopy 
White 403.196.28 €000

LEKA play mat 118x118 
Blue 002.662.45 €000

Complementary products

MULA crane with blocks 
Multicolour/Beech 
202.948.79 €000

KLÄMMIG quilt cover/pillow 
case for cot 110x125/35x35 
Red 003.730.09 €000

White/Light blue 192.527.24 000.-

STUVA/FRITIDS chest of 6 draw-
ers. A newborn baby involves many 
new things. The first pyjamas, socks 
and onesie. This chest of drawers 
has space for all of those important 
first things that your child needs – 
and much more.  

Light blue 392.531.76 000.-

STUVA/FRITIDS cot with draw-
ers. The cot base can be placed at 
two different heights. One cot side 
can be removed when the child is big 
enough to climb into/out of the cot. 

White/Light blue 792.531.60 000.-

STUVA changing table with 3 
drawers. A secure place where 
you and your baby can get to know 
one another in peace and quiet. 
Comfortable height and storage close 
at hand so you can reach what you 
need and always keep one hand on 
the baby. This changing table grows 
with your child and easily converts 
into a desk or a play surface.



HIMMELSK rug 133x160 
Grey 503-567-76 €000

KNATTING basket s4 
Light grey 203.288.22 €000

Complementary products

SLÄKTING box 27x42x26 
Grey/Turquoise 603-279-67 €000

HIMMELSK mobile 
Multicolour 303.208.54 €000

White 202.253.34 000.-

STUVA changing table. A secure 
place where you and your baby can
get to know one another in peace
and quiet. Comfortable height and
storage close at hand so you can
reach what you need and always
keep one hand on the baby.
This changing table grows with your
child and easily converts into a desk
or a play surface.

White 391.805.66 000.-

STUVA cot with drawers. The cot 
base can be placed at two different 
heights. One cot side can be removed 
when the child is big enough to climb 
into/out of the cot. 

White 291.805.43 000.-

STUVA/FÖLJA storage 
combination with drawers. Choose 
a ready-made combination or make 
your own solution – and add on at any 
time as your child’s needs change. 
With the included colourful stickers, 
you can quickly label drawers and 
cabinets in your own personal way. 

STUVA/FÖLJA
series
STUVA is modern in its expression, with straight lines, 
smooth surfaces and cut-out handles. You can choose 
drawers and doors in different colours to make yourown  
creative combination. This series makes the room  
bright and playful – and your child will continue to love 
it as they grow older. Just add new pieces and make 
different combinations.
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Classic style that’s smart, snuggly 
and safe. GULLIVER will stand the 
test of time, with its neutral, yet 
sturdy and functional features.

GULLIVER 
cot and 
changing table

LEKA baby gym 
Birch/Multicolour 701.081.77 
€000

LEKA play mat 118x118 
Blue 002.662.45 €000

Complementary products

FLISAT wall storage
002.907.78 €000

SLÄKTING box 3-p
Grey/Orange 403.279.73 €000

White 203.070.37 000.-

GULLIVER changing table. A 
secure place where you and your 
baby can get to know one another in 
peace and quiet. Comfortable height 
and storage close at hand so you 
can reach what you need and always 
keep one hand on the baby.

White 102.485.19 000.-

GULLIVER cot. The cot base can be 
placed at two different heights. One 
cot side can be removed when the 
child is big enough to climb into/out 
of the cot. 

White 603.057.05 000.-

BUSUNGE chest of 2 drawers. 
Comes with 2 drawers for a roomy 
storage space. The cutout handles 
have a transparent plastic base, so 
they keep out dust and dirt but still 
give a glimpse of what’s inside. 

10
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BAGIS coat-hanger child 
assorted colours 8-p 
300.247.16 €000

GOSIG GOLDEN soft toy 
dog/golden retriever
101.327.88  €000

MULA bead roller coaster 
202.948.84 €000

Complementary products

White 502.015.34 000.-

GONATT cot. The cot base can be placed 
at two different heights. One cot side can 
be removed when the child is big enough 
to climb into/out of the cot. 

White 203.070.37 000.-

GULLIVER changing table. A secure 
place where you and your baby can get 
to know one another in peace and quiet. 
Comfortable height and storage close at 
hand so you can reach what you need and 
always keep one hand on the baby.

GONATT 
cot
With details in bright 
colours and with rounded 
details, the GONATT cot is 
inspired by Swedish tradi-
tional furniture. GONATT is 
a sturdy cot with storage 
options, an adjustable bed 
base and a removable side.

KNATTING basket s4 
Light grey 203.288.22 €000
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With details in bright 
colours and with rounded 
details, the GONATT cot is 
inspired by Swedish tradi-
tional furniture. GONATT is 
a sturdy cot with storage 
options, an adjustable bed 
base and a removable side.

White 002.579.53 000.-

GONATT cot. The cot base can be 
placed at two different heights.

One cot side can be removed when 
the child is big enough to climb into/
out of the cot.

DRÖMSYN wall lamp 
White 603.303.52 €000

Complementary products

KNATTING basket s4 
Light grey 203.288.22 €000

LEKA baby gym
Green 502.663.18 €000

GONATT 
cot

LEN cot skirt 60x120 
White 202.959.11 €000
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Care instructions
Cover:

PELLEPLUTT. This 6 cm thick mattress is made of foam and has the same 
comfortable, smooth surface on both sides. You can easily turn it over if 
you like. The cover can also be removed and machine washed at 60°C.

60×120 cm  003.364.13 000.-

FOAM HIGH RESILIENCE FOAM

Care instructions
Cover:

Inner cover:
Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

KRUMMELUR. This 8 cm thick mattress has two different surfaces – one 
wavy side with medium-firm comfort and one smooth side which is firmer. 
The structure of the foam makes the mattress comfortable and well-
ventilated, which provides good support and a pleasant sleeping environ-
ment for your baby. The outer cover is also easy to remove and can be 
machine washed at 60°C. 

60×120 cm 003.210.15 000.-

Care instructions
Cover:

Inner cover:
Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

SKÖNAST. An 8 cm thick mattress with pressure relieving, elastic, high 
resilience foam that regains its shape quicker and lasts longer than ordinary 
foam. The material follows your baby’s body and provides comfortable and 
firm support. The outer cover is easy to remove and can be machine washed 
at 60°C.

60×120 cm 703.210.12 000.-

Care instructions
Cover:

Inner cover:
Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

JÄTTETRÖTT. This 11 cm thick mattress has individually wrapped pocket 
springs enclosed in a generous layer of pressure-relieving foam. Since the 
springs work independently, they closely follow your baby’s body and pro-
vide support in the right places. The well-ventilated construction provides 
your baby with a pleasant sleeping environment. A practical handle makes 
the mattress easy to carry ‒ and to turn over when making the bed. You 
can remove the outer cover and machine wash it at 60°C.

60×120 cm 403.210.04 000.-

Care instructions
Cover:

PLUTTIG. This mattress is made of 5 cm thick foam and has the same soft, 
smooth surface on both sides. You can easily turn it over if you like. The 
cover can also be wiped off, but it cannot be removed.

60×120 cm 003.145.81 000.-

Cot mattresses

Do not wash Machine wash 
warm 60°C 

Do not bleach Do not 
tumble dry

Do not iron Iron, medium 
temperature

Do not dry clean

CARE AND CLEANING

Mattress
Air the mattress regularly to keep 
it fresh.

Cover
Most outer covers are removable and 
machine washable to create a hygienic 
sleeping environment to your baby. 
They are also well ventilated to allow for 
better air circulation. All our covers are 
soft against the babý s skin.

SPRUNG MATTRESSES


